
 
 

 

 

NIUE STAGE SPECIFIC RULES 2020 

1. Niue performing groups are required to observe the Specific Rules and General 
Rules to avoid penalties.  

2. All groups are restricted to a time limit of 20 minutes; or 30 minutes if a  
‘LologoTapu Vaha Tuai’ is performed. (The extra time is included for 
costume changes).  

3. All competitive groups will be judged either as a small group or a large group. 
Tutors must indicate whether they are a small group or a large group on their 
Profile Sheet.  

 -  A small group has a minimum number of up to 35 performers + 6 
supporters.  

 -  A large group has a minimum of 36 performers and a maximum of 65  
   performers + 6 supporters  

6. Inter-change of performers is not permitted.  

7. All groups must indicate the Male and/or Female Leaders of the group.  
Only 2 leaders per group will be considered for the Special Awards.  
Leaders may be Niue or Non-Niue.  

8. Repeating songs and items from previous year(s) by the same school is not 
encouraged.  

9. Permission must be obtained before performing/using the compositions of other 
artist(s) and appropriate acknowledgements must be made in the Profile Sheet.  

Profile Sheets must be completed and submitted online at 
www.asbpolyfest.com  

by 2:00pm Friday 1st March, 2020 

10. Each school must complete the Stage Specific Information sheet,and submitted 
to the Stage Coordinator by Thursday 7th March 2019. 

 
11. There will be a penalty of 10 points if Profiles and Stage Specific Information 

is not handed in on time. 
 

http://www.asbpolyfest.com/


 
 

 

 
12. All groups must perform a ‘Kamataaga, Fakaotiaga and TAME (Entry, Exit 

and traditional action song) 

 

13. All groups must choose to perform any two items from the 4/5 choices: 
 

 
1) LEO LOLOGO MO E KOLI VAHA TUAI  

 

2) LOLOGO TAPU VAHA TUAI  

  

3) MEKE or TAKALO 

                  

 

14. Electrical instruments are not permitted.  
The use of the Kuki Airani ukulele is permitted.  

15. Nafa- Log Drum, Gati Apa are the only drums to be used.  No Snare tops 
allowed. 

16. The Special Awards ‘Tauteuteaga Tino’ is judged in two sections  

TRADITIONAL   and     CONTEMPORARY   

Tutors must indicate the category of the group’s Costume(s) and provide a 
brief background of their choice of uniforms. (History, designers, originality, 
purpose, materials, function) 

17. No Female Students are permitted to perform the TAKALO. 
 

18. No BODY CONTACT permitted in the TAKALO 
 

 
19.  If using face paint- we recommend that you use DRY face paint ONLY. 

 
20. Stage Coordinators may impose penalties should back of house rules 

are not adhered to : 
- Tents to be kept clean before and after performance 
- Rubbish to be cleared 
- No verbal abuse to be tolerated to any NIUE STAGE/ MIT TEAM 

member 



 
 

 

- Failure to come to ramps when called. 

Thank you 

Niue Stage Coordinator 


